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Rhetoric of Race and Racism

From the day we were born on American soil, we are taught what it means to be 

American. To live in the land of the free, to live equally, under the constitution and our "God-

given rights." The Fourteenth Amendment states: "nor shall any State deprive any person of life, 

liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the 

equal protection of the laws."

But today, we still fight for equality, for the equality of women, for women of color, for 

the equality of young black men, for the equality of the wrongly accused and imprisoned people 

of color, we fight for the immigrants, documented and undocumented being told to go back to 

their country. At the same time, they all try to live in a greater America. For how long has this 

fight gone on? Will our fight for true equality, regardless of race, ethnicity, or identity, ever end? 

Today we continue to suffer because of the past, a long history of bigotry, prejudice, and 

unfairness. The country we know today is far from perfect. People have a hard time 

understanding what makes an American… American. For the longest time, being American was 

synonymous with being white for having white features. Today, Americans look like me and 

you; Americans have no color, no race. Our long history with race, the meaning of race, and the 

problems arising from it are unique to America. The American history of bloodshed, slavery, and 

colonization is evident, for America has a controversial history surrounding race. The word race, 

what race is, and what race we are. 

Race. Ethnicity. Nationality. These are the different categories, and groups that we place 

people into. One of these, however, is different from the others. I understand my ethnicity, I 

understand my nationality. My race, however, I couldn't tell you. Have you ever wondered how 

that came to be? I know I did; for as long as I could remember, I knew whatever I was, was 



different from the rest of my classmates, my friends. My friends with blonde hair and blue eyes. 

Although their skin was fairly similar to mine, we were different. We spoke a different language 

and held different values and cultures. I was Mexican to them; my features were slightly 

different, and my way of speaking was odd. I never felt the same as them despite being born in 

the same country as them. Later in life, I began to notice the little things and how different 

people were treated when others were looked at differently for being darker-skinned, for being 

different, and for having unique features. Solely because of some traits put upon us, a group 

others said we belonged to. I always wondered why this was. I knew we weren't born into a 

category with traits readily put on us; I knew it had to be deeper.

It all dates back as early as the 16th and 18th centuries, Europeans, soon to "discover" the 

Americas, went around the world to discover and classify species of all kinds. Scientists, more 

specifically Anthropologists, began to study "race science." This was the idea that humankind 

was made differently, they then went on to classify people of different nations and cultures 

unfairly with their own biases. Today's world has suffered because of these racist and ignorant 

ideas and so-called "studies", leading to the notion of "white superiority" and the idea that 

Europeans and white features reign superior to other races. 

One of the first recorded instances comes from an excerpt in "A Genealogy of Modern 

Racism," describing how history has separated human people into a hierarchy from the very 

beginning through natural history. Naturalist Carolus Linnaeus categorized four races in 1735: 

Homo Europaeus, Homo Asiaticus, Homo Afer, and Homo Americanus. (West 1) He did so with 

a clear bias, describing Homo Afer, or Africans, as "negligent" and describing African features in 

an unalluring way compared to white European features. Here is the start of emerging racist 

science. These scientists went on to emphasize that the European Race was superior to the others 



in every which way. They backed it up with "phrenology", the study of the human skull; German 

physiologist Franz Joseph Gall claimed that the brain has multiple "organs' that each corresponds 

to different mental traits or abilities. Because of the minor differences in the shape of the skull 

(bumps and formation) between the races, he believed that the human skull's shape, size, and 

geography contribute to their intelligence and capability as humans. Within this science, they 

believed that it proved that the European skull was more evolved, therefore, more intelligent and 

beautiful than the rest. Through phrenology, these ideals and the categorizations or "differences' ' 

in the racial groups came the ability for white Europeans to spread their findings and justify their 

power over the other groups. This was only the start of a much bigger problem. 

Later in history, Europeans came to colonize the Americas. In doing so, they took 

Africans from South America and Africa in order to enslave them for work. They worked and 

worked. They were servants, caretakers, and yard workers. Although slavery and colonization 

have been around even before the start of the Americas and its colonies, America faced this 

differently. 

Throughout the 1600s up until 1865, slavery in the worst forms was brought to the 

colonies, where people were property where they were treated worse than animals. They felt no 

wrong in what they were doing to people just like them, solely because of their skin color and 

different facial features. Europeans believed that they were not just capable of enslaving 

Africans, but it was fitting that they should. They tied this to their pseudoscience, their "studies" 

in which Africans were made to be conquered and enslaved because they didn't know any better. 

From the 1830s -to 1840s, to justify the continuation of slavery, antiabolitionists such as Charles 

Caldwell "used phrenology to prove that African people were in their rightful place as slaves. 

Caldwell studied the skulls of many different peoples, including Africans, at the Musee de 



Phrenology in Paris. In 1837, he concluded that the skulls of African people indicated a 

"tamableness" that made them suited to be slaves and required them to "have a master." 

(Ktitowsky1)

These exact views kept people of African descent as "inherently mentally inferior." 

Contributing to the continuation of slavery and racism that persisted in the U.S. Because even 

after slavery was abolished, the United States enacted laws to separate whites from people of 

color or "colored" people, including Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians. Although not the only three 

to be discriminated against in this country, these groups had a very similar struggle. Together 

these groups, along with others, have fought a long and hard battle for their place in America.

Today the usual groups we use to classify people are Europeans, Asians, Africans, and 

Native Americans. Although today there are people with multiple backgrounds and identities, 

such as Latino and Middle Eastern, the way we categorize these races has not changed much. 

There are still problems faced due to the construction of race in many parts of the world. 

European beauty and having fair skin are still the standard for beauty; even in regions of the 

world like Asia and South America, advertisements and products used to lighten skin, people 

with lighter skin dominate the media in all scenes. I turn on my Television in 2022 to see nothing 

but fair-skinned, light hair and light eyes dominating Mexican media. Despite Mexico being 

multicolored, Native Indigenous peoples with beautiful culture and rich brown skin are set aside, 

forgotten. I watch Korean dramas and hear the main character complain and worry about her skin 

getting darker. I see people from all parts of the world ridicule the way Black Americans speak, 

and I see how darker skin is looked down on. 

This ties into a racist history that started through racist ideas backed by racist science. 

Today I know what race is, "Race is a social construct used to group people. Race was 

https://pages.vassar.edu/realarchaeology/author/ktitowsky/


constructed as a hierarchical human-grouping system, generating racial classifications to 

identify, distinguish and marginalize some groups across nations, regions, and the world. Race 

divides human populations into groups often based on physical appearance, social factors, and 

cultural backgrounds." However, we can not escape race. We cannot escape or ignore the groups 

with history, culture, and meaning today. Black Americans, Africans suffered through slavery 

and the Jim Crow era, segregation, and today through stereotypes and racial profiling. Latinos, 

Mexican Americans who have to be questioned of their identity, asked if they're legal, or told to 

speak English. As well as Asian Americans and Asians continuing to be ridiculed and seen as 

lesser. Asians having to fight discrimination in a time where false narratives against Asians were 

made during the COVID-19 and the pandemic. These racial groups continue to fight violence 

and hatred. Despite it all through history, we've shown that together we are stronger. Embracing 

these differences, our different colors, culture, and ways of life pushes us toward something 

bigger than race.
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